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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Since 1979, an one-child policy has been in effect in the People's Republic of
China. The implementation of this policy in cities throughout the whole country has
noticeably altered Chinese family structures. Does this change in family structure have
any impact on the use of kinship terminology? This should be of concern to linguists and
social scientists. However, to my knowledge, there are no scholars who have done much
specialized research in this area. This study specifically examines if the single child
policy has any impact on the use of Chinese kinship terms. This may well be the very
first attempt seriously to look into the issue.
This thesis concentrates on examining changes in kinship terms used in actual oral
communication. A survey of 200 children (age 4-7) from single-child households and
their parents provides rich information about how these Chinese speakers address and
refer to their paternal and maternal grandparents and cousins on both the father's and the
mother's sides.
The survey discovers that about ten percent of single children, when directly
addressing their maternal grandparents, use terms for paternal grandparents. About fifty-
three percent of single children address cousins on both the father's and the mother's sides
using the terms for blood brothers and sisters.
This thesis attempts to explain the differences between the kinship terms used by
single children and their parents by comparing and analyzing data. It also discusses the
changes in light of linguistics, sociology and psychology.
In every language there is a set of terms people use to address their relatives,
which is usually referred to as kinship terms." Chinese kinship terms have received the
special attention of researchers in the field of linguistics. Quite a few studies have been
done in this area. Some researchers have tried to describe all the Chinese kinship terms in
a systematic way (Chao 1956); some have compared the different kinship terms used in
various Chinese dialects (Cheung 1990); some have studied the terms from a historical
point of view, explaining the structural principles underlying the composition of the
terminology and describing in detail the various factors (Feng 1937); others have
examined the closeness of relations represented by the morphological types of kinship
terms (Tsao 1992, Shen 1994 ). These researches have shed light on the function and the
significance of kinship terms in Chinese society. However, these studies were all
conducted years ago. Therefore, they did not deal with one of the phenomena studied in
this paper-the recent changes in kinship term usage occurring in the Peoplfe Republic
of China.
1 . 1 The Purpose of the Thesis
About two years ago, I observed that some children in my father extended
family addressed their maternal grandparents using the same kinship terms they used to
address their paternal grandparents. To satisfy my curiosity, I did a random survey of 16
families of Chinese friends and acquaintances who moved to live in the United States a
few years ago. The results confirmed my hypothesis that a change is occurring in the
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usage of kinship terms. ^ It seems that there is some inclination of simplification in
kinship term usage in general, and fading of certain terms in particular.
This thesis specifically studies how the kinship terms for paternal and maternal
relatives have changed since the Chinese government's implementation of the single-
child policy in 1979. The purpose of the study is first to examine how children in single-
child families address their grandparents, by comparing the way these children address
their grandparents with the way their parents address their own grandparents. Second, it
is to study how children in single-child families address their cousins, and to compare
this with the way their parents address their own cousins.
This thesis attempts to explain the reasons why some kinship term changes have
occurred and to compare kinship terms as used by single-child families in two different
districts of Shanghai. It also attempts to establish the relationship between the change in
Chinese kinship terms and change in the structure of Chinese families.
1.2 The Single-child Policy
During 1950s and 1960s, Chinese citizens were encouraged by the government to
have more children. Traditionally, it was especially important for a family to have sons,
so that a son could fulfil his obligations to carry the family name of his father and his
father S lineage and to help support the family. In the first twenty years after the
establishment of the Peoples Republic of China, no new dominant model of family size
' During my first survey, I find that there is no change in the terms of baba (father), mama (mother),
bobo (father's elder brother), shushu (father's younger brother), (mother's brother) and a yi (mother's-
sister), except some dialectical variations. Since my thesis will focus on the changes in kinship terms, these
terms are not included in the questionnaire.
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was clearly articulated, but there had been some discussion of a smaller family of two to
three children, though this had not resulted in any very specific or clear directions being
given as to the number and spacing of births within marriage. The small family model in
the early 1970s marked the beginning of a sustained attempt to implement family
planning in China as part of national population policy to reduce the birth rate to two
percent. A new nationwide model of family size was introduced, which was
encapsulated by the slogan 'late, spaced and few'.^ In the late 1970s the Chinese
government embarked on a new and much-heralded phase of socialist modernization, the
general aim of which was to turn China into a powerful and modern socialist society by
developing four sectors of the economy: agriculture, industry, science and technology,
and defense. For the sake of modernization, China urgently wants to reduce its
population growth rates, and in order to broaden this circle of interdependence the
government has directly intervened and introduced a radical population plan, the chief
element of which is the single-child policy. As its name suggests, this policy demands
that, except in extraordinary circumstances, couples in cities should have no more than
one child.
To make this policy workable, government officials have used both incentives and
penalfies. Couples with one child who received a single-child family certificate are
rewarded with extra cash and benefit from medical care and other welfare subsidies.
Their single child has priority for admission to nurseries, schools, hospitals and in job
allocations and all educational and medical fees. Parents of a single child can expect to
receive special financial aid toward their retirement. The economic penalties for an
^ See H. Yuan Tien, "Wan, Xi, Shao: How China IVIeets its Population Problem." International Family
Planning Perspectives, vol. 6, no.2, June 1980, 65-73.
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additional child arc Ihc reverse of the incentives. An 'excess child levy' is imposed on
the income of couples as a form of economic penalty. The regulations permit
employment units to deduct five to ten per cent of the total income of a couple for ten to
sixteen years after the hirth of .second child, and that child enjoys no priority in admissi
to any educational or medical institutions. Moreover, heavy political and social pressure
are put brought on families who take the ri.sk of having more than one child.
sion
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
2.1 The Source and Collection of Data
The present study examines whether the usage of some kinship terms is changing
as a result of Chinas single-child policy. We gathered data from volunteers who
provided information for this study.
The information was provided by 200 Chinese single-child families (children and
their parents) in Shanghai, China. ^ We have intentionally chosen two different
kindergartens to contrast a newly developed urban area with a more traditional area. 100
families are from Changbai Kindergarten (Kl, hereafter), Yangpu District, and 100
families are from Dongfang Kindergarten(K2, hereafter), Pudong New District. Yangpu
District has nearly a 100-year history, with mostly traditional industries, such as textile,
machinery and metallurgy, and the district is densely inhabited by blue-collar workers.
Pudong New District was established less than ten years ago, is well known for its high-
tech industries and financial institutions, and many of its residents are white-collar
workers. In a sense, these two districts represent the difference between "old Shanghai"
and "new Shanghai".
^ These data were collected by the author during the summer of 1997 in Shanghai. This was done with
the help of the directors of the two kindergartens and four classroom teachers who urged the parents to fill
in the forms and finally collect all the questionnaires in a month. I distributed 200 copies of questionnaires
and collected exactly the same number of the completed copies. A few children and parents skipped some
items of the questionnaires and filled in the spaces with such words as "no have this kind of relatives (biao
brothers) " or "deceased", so they are not shown in the data.
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The scope of the survey for this study is limited to the kinship terms for
grandparents and cousins. While only two generations, the children, the only generation
without siblings, and their parents, are surveyed, the information acquired deals with four
generations (the children and their grandparents, and the parents of these children and
their own grandparents), in order to examine the collateral lines of children and their
parents.
The parents in Kl all have received secondary education. The family incomes are
the average of Shanghai citizens. Some of the parents in K2 have college education and
some have secondary education. The family incomes are slightly higher then those of
Kl.
The survey was designed to include such aspects as the ages of the children in
single-child families and the place where they live (district ); where children and their
parents were born; what kind of dialects they use in the families; how children address
their paternal and maternal grandparents; and how childreft parents address their own
grandparents. In the survey, I also investigated how children address their cousins, and
how children's parents address their own cousins. Their answers to the survey questions
serve as the foundation for the study. In the discussion section of this paper, key findings
are explored in greater detail.
2.2 Statistical Method
The data were tabulated according to informants age, kindergarten, children and
their parents 'birth place, dialects used by the family and also children and their parents'
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use of vocative and designative terms for their respective grandparents and cousins.
Averages and standard deviations( z= (fo - fe)/ fo (i- fo/„) )were performed to show whether
the differences between the individuals and groups are statistically significant. I will
analyze the data using standard statistical methods in order to understand the changing
usage of kinship terms in their general social settings.
Previously published and relevant studies will serve as reference materials. A
bibliography will be provided at the end of the paper.
2.3 Interpretation of Symbols
For ease of discussion and analytical convenience, family relationship and address
forms were coded as follows:
8
FF=FM MF=MM
FZ=FZH FB=FBW F=:
FZS/D
1 F—father
2 M--molher
FBS/D
M MB=MBW MZ=MZH
S/D MBS/D MZS/D
0 MBW--mothcr's brother's wife
1 1 MZ--mother's sister
3 FF~father's father 12 MZH--mother's sister's husband
4 FM--father's mother
5 FB-father's brother
6 FBW--father's brother's wife
7 FZ~father's sister
8 FZH--father's sister's husband
13 FBS/D--fathcr's brother's son/daughter
14 FZS/D--fathcr's sister's son/daughter
15 MBS/D--mother's brother's son/daughter
16 MZS/D~mother sister's son/daughter
17 S/D—son/daughter (single-child)
9 MB--mother's brother 8N~name
Figure 2.1
.
Family relationship and address forms.
Adjectival
e = elder,
y = younger
t ( tang )-- FBS, FBD
b ( hiao )--FZS, FZD; MBS, MBD, MZS, MZD
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The Chinese kinship terms in written form can be seen as an integrated system,
but spoken kinship terms have their regional variations. From 200 copies of completed
questionnaires, we find that children and parents in different families speak different
dialects simply because they were bom and raised in different places. Thus, the kinship
terms they use are various.
One hundred eighty-nine of the children were bom in Shanghai; the other eleven
children were bom in six other provinces such as Jiangxi, Shanxi, and Zhejiang. One
hundred sixty-two fathers were born in Shanghai; nineteen fathers were born in nine
other provinces: Shandong, Anhui, Hubei, etc. (nineteen fathers did not provide
information about their birthplaces). The number of mothers who were born in Shanghai
is one hundred sixty; seventeen mothers were bom in Jiangsu, Liaoning, Yunnan and
nine other provinces (twenty-three mothers did not tell their birthplaces).
The Shanghai dialect is spoken in daily communication in one hundred thirty
families; Putonghua is used in sixteen families; both Shanghai dialect and Putonghua are
spoken in twenty-eight families; both Shanghai dialect and Zhejiang"* dialect are spoken
in two families; Wu dialect*' is used in the other three families. Shanghai dialect,
Putonghua and English are all used in one family.
Therefore, different families may use different dialect terms to address family
members. Even members of the same family may use different terms. Besides the
dialectical variation, there seems to be a generation difference in the usage of the terms.
The terms a child uses sometimes differ from the terms his/her mother or father use. For
example, in face to face communication, a child addresses his/her father's father asyeye
The informant didn't say what Zhejiang dialect it was.
^ The informant used the general term to answer the question.
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in Putonghua, a ye in Ningbo dialect (a subdialect of Wu), lao die in the dialect of
Haimen, Jiangsu. My survey indicates that there are altogether eight different terms.
However, fathers use thirteen different terms to address their grandfathers, and mothers
use 1
1 different terms. In referent terms, there m^yeye, wo deyeye (my grandfather), ala
dada (my grandfather, Shanghai dialect) and other different ways to refer to one's
grandfather. There are eighteen different terms used by children while up to twenty-one
different terms are used by their parents.
In the following, I have distinguished different terms with the same meaning from
my survey for further discussion.^ These terms are put in the form of standard Mandarin
from the dialects and represented by the pinyin.
Vocative
FF: yeye, a gong, aye, lao die, dada, gonggong, diedie, a die, a da, qin gong,
didi.
FM: nainai, a nai, a niang, a ma, a po, niangniang, qin niang, en nai, qin po,
lao nai, haopo, qin ma, mama, niangniang, po a.
MF: wai gong, lao ye, jin gong, waiwai.
MM: waipo, laolao, popo, jiupo, waiwai, hao po, hao gong.
e/yB: gege/didi, age/adi, da gege/da didi.
e/yZ: jiejie/meimei, ajie/a met, dajiejie/da meimei.
te/yB: tang ge/di
te/yZ: tang Jie/mei
The ten-ns are categorized according to Hanyu Fangyan Cihui {The Dictionary oj Chinese Dialed).
Beijing: Wenzi Gaige Chubanshe, 1964.
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be/yB: biao ge/di
be/yZ: biaojie/mei
Designative
FF: yeye, wo yeye, aye, a gong, wo lao die, dada, a layeye, a la lao die,
a la diedie, gonggong, a la a die, lao die, diedie, ala dada, wo de gongong,
wo de a ye, wo de diedie, zu fu, a la gonggong, a la a ye, wo dada, didi, ni
dada,
FM: nainai, a nai, a niang, a ma, a po, niangniang, qin niang, en nai, qin laonai,
hao po, po a, qin ma, mama.
MF: wai gong, lao ye, jiu gong, wo de wai gong, ala wai gong, wai zu fu.
MM: waipo, ala waipo, laolao, wo de waipo, popo, wo laolao, waiwai, wai zu
mu, wo jiu po.
e/yB: gege/didi, a ge/a di, ala a ge, wo de gege, wo da bobo jia de gege, ala
gege/didl
e/yZ: jiejie/meimei, ajie/a mei, dajiejie/da meimei, wo de jiejie/meimei, ala a
jie/a mei.
te/yB: tang ge/di, a la bobo jia de gege, a la tang ge/di.
te/yZ: tang jie/mei, a la tangjie/mei.
be/yB: biaoge/di, a la biao ge/di.
be/yZ: biaojie/mei, a la biao jie/mei.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Grandparents 'Terms
Traditionally, Chinese kinship terminology is basically divided into two systems,
one for the relatives from the father's side, the other for the relatives from the mother's
side. Because children live with their father's parents, the father's parents are addressed as
zufumu. Children do not live with their mother's parents, therefore a prefix wai (outside
the paternal lineage) is added to the term zufumu, that is, wai zufu mu. In some areas,
the prefix wai is not used, but other terms such as lao ye, laolao, gonggong, popo are
used to refer to grandparents from the mother's side.
3.1.1 Vocative Forms
In the above discussion, I have mentioned vocative terms. Vocative is the term
used to address persons in face to face communication. People usually use these terms to
refer to relatives of older generations and those of the same generation but of higher age
status. For example, baba (F), mama (M), gege{B), jiejie(Z). Relatives of lower
generation and age status are usually addressed by name.
The following tables summarize the use of terms of address in accordance with
the factors investigated.
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3.1.1.1 I low K 1 Informants Address Their Grandparents
The following tables illustrate how the children in Kl and their parents address
paternal and maternal grandparents. Out of one hundred children, ninety-seven
answered the questions about the FF terms, and ninety-five answered the questions
about the f-M term. Every child answered the questions about the MM term and ninety
two out of the one hundred children answered the questions about the MM terms.
About ninety fathers and eighty nine mothers of the single children answered the
questions about the FF, FM, MF and MM terms.
For the convenience of discussion, we calculated numbers by percentage for the
following tables
Table 3.1
Grandparents' vocative forms used by Kl Children
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
Ml- 6.0* 94.0
MM 4.3* 95.7
Significance: Z>1.96^
^ The following Ibrmula was used lo assess the significance of Ihc divergence for maternal grandparents:
Z= (fo - fe)/ fo(l fo/ii).
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Table 3.2
Grandparents' vocative forms used by Kl Father
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 1 00 0
FM 100 0
MF 1.1 98.9
MM 2.1* 97.9
Significance: Z>1.96
Table 3.3
Grandparents' vocative forms used by Kl Mother
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 3.3* 96.7
MM 4.3* 95.7
* Significance: Z>1.96
The three tables above indicate that for the children in Kl, there is no difference
between the terms they use to address their grandparents and the terms their parents use
to address their grandparents. No change ever occurs.
While we find that there is no change between children and their parents in
addressing their own FF and FM, but we observed that the use of terms for MF and MM
shows some slight change among these informants. It is a movement toward using the FF
and FM terms in reference to MF and MM. Table 3.1-3.3 shows the percentages.
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Cheung in his study has already discussed the prefix "wai" in kinship terms. This
is a marker of relatives on the mother side, such as a mother's parents and daughter's
children. As mothers maiden family is considered external 'by ego, mothers parents are
characterized as wai (outside) gonglpo.
3.1.1.2 How K2 Informants Address Their Grandparents
Next, we may wish to examine the vocative terms used for grandparents by K2
informants.
Table 3.4
Grandparents' vocative forms used by K2 Children
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 15.4* 84.6
MM 10.3* 89.7
* Significance: Z> 1.96
Table 3.5
Grandparents' vocative forms used by K2 Father
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 6.6* 93.4
MM 6.5* 93.5
Significance: Z>1.96
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Table 3.6
Grandparents' vocative forms used by K2 Mother
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100
FM 100
MF 4.4*
MM 3.3*
0
0
95.6
96.7
* Significance: Z>1.96
From tables 3.4-3.6 we see that a total of one hundred percent of children and
their parents address their ovm FF and FM in the same way as Kl . They still keep the
traditional FF and FM terms.
It is interesting to note that fifteen percent of the children of K2 use terms for FF
to address MF and that ten percent of these children use terms for FM to address MM.
These percentages are significantly higher than that of the children of Kl . It is probably
more interesting to note that this phenomenon exists among the fathers of the children,
too. The percentage of the fathers of the children of K2 who call their MF and MM using
kinship terms for FF and FM is twice as much as that of the fathers of the children of Kl.
But we do not find the same phenomenon among the mothers.
From the above tables, we have observed that while the majority of the subjects
still use exactly the same vocative terms for their grandparents as their ancestors did
generations ago, some changes in this regard have actually occurred. Noticeably, this
change is reflected in the use of vocatives on the mother's side only. To be specific, while
one hundred percent of these children address their paternal grandparents in the
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traditional way, a small number of these children use paternal vocatives to address their
maternal grandparents. As far as I know, this interesting phenomena of "disuse" of
vocative kinship terms has never been discussed in relevant literature. What is more,
from the data obtained for this study, we have found that this interesting change does not
start with these children; actually, a very small percentage of their parents has "misused"
the terms for maternal grandparents already.
The detailed facts as revealed in our survey show four different kinds of situations
in terms of the similarities and differences of the MF and MM address terms between the
two generations:
a. Both the children and their parents use traditional terms to address their MF
and MM. We do not observe any changes in address terms. This is true for the
majority of families.
b. Parents use paternal terms to address their MF and MM. So do their children.
In the cases of subjects #46, 50, 126 and 101, the two generations of each
family both change their address terms for MF and MM.
c. Parents address their MF and MM in the traditional way, but their children
have started to use paternal terms to address their MF and FF. As we can see,
the percentage of the changes in kinship term use is higher with the children in
Kl and K2 than with their parents. In other words, in some families, parents
do not change their address terms for their MF and MM, but the single
children do.
d. Parents change the address terms for their MF and MM, but their children
don't. The parents of subject # 158 explained that "because their parents
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passed away early in Iheir lives, Ihey address (heir maternal grandparent wai
}>()n}> (Ml ) as ^(rn^^on^. There are similar explanations for mothers in
subjeets // 159, 189, and 194. That is why some parents ehange the use of
terms for their Ml' and l-I', but their ehildren, on the contrary, use these
kinship terms in the traditional way.
3.1.2 Oesignative I'orms
Desigiialive terms aie the terms used in speaking of others. They are also referred
to as terms of reference, for example: yeye, zu fu (M-), wo dc ycyc (my I'lO- The (Miinese
terms used to charaeteri/.e the difference are face to face address {mianchcn^) for the
vocative and behind back address (hcic/icni^) or introduction address {yimiwny,) for the
designative.
3.1.2.1 How Kl Informants Refer to Their Grandj)arents
The following Tables summari/,e the use of designative terms in accordance with
the factors of the informants.
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Table 3.7
Grandparents' designative forms used by Kl Children
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 3.0* 97.0
MM 1.0 99.0
* Significance: Z>1.96
Table 3.8
Grandparents' designative forms used by Kl Father
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 1.1 98.9
MM 2.2* 97.8
* Significance: Z>1.96
Table 3.9
Grandparents' designative forms used by Kl Mother
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 1.1 98.9
MM 3.2* 96.8
* Significance: Z>1.96
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We have observed that obviously the children in Kl use exactly the same terms as
their parents to refer to their paternal grandparents. All of them keep the traditional terms.
Without exception, they would not use the terms for maternal grandparents instead.
A very high percentage of people in the three groups keep the traditional terms
when they refer to their maternal grandparents. However, we may notice from the data
above that, to a certain extent, these people also use the term for the paternal
grandparents to refer to their maternal grandparents. When we compare these tables with
the Table 3.1-3.3, we find that the vocative terms for MF and MM have changed into the
FF and FM and the designated terms have also changed in the same way. However, the
percentage of the designative terms is obviously lower.
3.1.2.2 How K2 Informants Refer to Their Grandparents
The following tables tells us the fact of designative terms used by K2
informants.
Table 3.10
Grandparents' designative forms used by K2 Children
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100
FM 100
MF 8.2*
MM 7.2*
0
0
91.8
92.8
* Significance: Z> 1.96
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Table 3. 11
Grandparents' designativc forms used by K2 f athers
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 100 0
MF 5.5* 94.5
MM 5.3* 94.7
Significance: Z>1.96
Table 3.12
Grandparents' designative forms used by K2 Mothers
(Numbers are in percentage values)
Paternal Forms Maternal Forms
FF 100 0
FM 1 00 0
MF 2.2* 97.8
MM 1.2 98.8
* Significance: Z>1.96
The children in K2 use the same terms for both addressing and referring to their
paternal grandparents. No data can ever support the assumption that changes had
occurred. This is also true with the situation in Kl.
The data shown by these three groups confirm that a small number of children and
their parents use the designative terms for paternal grandparents to refer to the maternal
grandparents. However, compared with the vocative terms, the percentage of the changes
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in designative terms is even lower. The high percentage of the data indicates that the
designative terms for maternal grandparents almost always remain unchanged.
Do the changes in vocative and designative terms keep the same pace? By our
survey and statistics, we have distinguished three different types of changes:
MF -^FF
MM ^ FM
+ = changed
-
= unchanged
Vocative - + +
Designative - - +
a. Both the vocative and the designative terms remain unchanged, fhese are terms
currently used by a majority of Chinese, which shows the stability of the
traditional Chinese kinship terms.
b. While the vocative terms have been changed, the designative terms remain
unchanged. In face to face communication, both parents and children use the term
for FF instead of the term for MF. In other situations, they still use the original
MF term to refer to their maternal grandfather. When referring to their
grandparents they want to make it clear whether they are the FF, FM or the Ml',
and MM. When directly addressing their grandparents, they change the terms to
meet the emotional needs of the kinship relations. Children use the FF and FM
terms to address their maternal grandparents in order to make them happy.
However, in order to make it clear that the grandparents they are talking about are
the ones from the mother's side, they need to use the MF and MM terms to refer
to their maternal grandparents in other communication situations.
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c. Both the vocative and the designative terms have been changed. This is opposite
situation to that of the b" and is somewhat usual. We guess that in the speaker
mind, he/she recognizes the equally important positions both the paternal and
maternal grandparents should have. Therefore, should we use different terms
when they are not present? However, if we dort use different terms, would it
cause any conftision? The answer is no. The Chinese creatively use different
dialects to distinguish them. For instance, if FF and FM speak Putonghua and MF
and MM speak Shanghai dialect, FF is address as yeye and FM is addressed as
dada. Both terms are originally for FF.
3.1.3 Discussion
From the above discussions, we find a very important phenomenon: some people
are changing the traditional kinship terminology. Specifically, they are using FF and FM
terms instead of MF and MM terms. Traditionally these terms are not supposed to be
confused.
Traditionally the terms for maternal grandparents are different from the terms for
the paternal grandparents. The symbol ''wai" tells the difference. Take MF for example.
Liang Zhangju in his Chengwei Lu^ (1875, Volume 3.11) lists several MF terms, of
which five have the prefix "wai": wai wang fii, wai zu fii, wai zu, wai weng, and wai da
fu. The earliest record of the MF term is wai wang fu which can be found in Er Ya.^ Jia
^ Chengwei Lu (Collection of Kinship Terms): by Liang Zhangju, 1775-1849; 1875 edition.
Erya: Commentaty by Hao Yixing, 1757-1825; Sibu Beiyao edition. Since the section referred to is
the short Shi Qin (Relationship Terms), no page reference is given in the note.
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gong is a relatively modern term. Liang expla.ned that, "the loeal people'" address their
mothers as;,,,;,.. Therefore, they address their maternal parems as ,7^ gong and;V« ,„u.
Jia gong is the same term as wai gong."
Feng Han-yi (1937:248) pointed out: "The modern vocative term ^vai gong was
used as early as the fifth century A.D." However, in modern scholarship, I have not
found a single essay that ever mentions the use of FF and FM for MF and MM. Our
survey of actual daily conversation reveals the fact that some people do use FF and FM
terms instead of MF and MM terms. The question is: what factors cause this change^ Our
answer is that the kinship terms reflect social and linguistic phenomena, which are related
to each other. We are going to address these two related questions separately.
3.1.3.1 Implication in Light of Linguistics
Some scholars treat kinship terminology as a linguistic phenomenon. The earliest
representative was Kroeber. What he termed as the psychological factor in his essay
written in 1909 means that we often use the same terms to address different relatives,
because the terms for these relatives share some common semantic features (Kroeber
1909: 19-27). Kroeber believes that formations, choices and similarities of kinship terms
are basically a language phenomenon. Since then, some scholars began to analyze and
interpret kinship terminology in terms of linguistics.
Two scholars recently did some important research in which they studied the
closeness of relations represented by the morphological types of kinship terms. Tsao uses
He did not mention specifically where the local people were.
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the linguistic markedness theory to analyze reduplication in Chinese kinship terms (Tsao
1992), and Shen applies the technique of principal components analysis multivariate data
to quantify the morphological types of the kinship terms (Shen 1994). The results further
reveal that reduplicated forms and the morphological type a- indicates the closeness of
relatives. In terms of geographical distribution of morphological types for close relatives,
in the North the form is reduplication (Mandarin); in Central China the form is mixed
(Wu), and a-prefixed morphological type is used in the South (Yue, Kejia). Based on the
results in their research, morphological types faithfully reflect the closeness of relations.
Our survey further supports the above two scholars' arguments. The children in
Kl and K2 use FF terms instead ofMF terms. The terms they use have two forms: the
reduplicated forms iyeye, dada. diedie, and gonggong) and the a- prefixed forms (aye
and a gong). They use these terms to take the place of those typical MF terms (wai gong
and lao ye). The survey of the changes from MM terms into FM terms also shows the
same changing process. The terms the children use to address their FM are in the form of
n-prefixed (n-nai), a-prefixed {a.-niang), and the reduplicated (nainai), which are all used
by the children to address their MM.
Lin Meirong (1996) uses Greenberg's theory of markedness to discuss the
relations between a marked category and an unmarked category in kinship terms. She
points out that " the terms for relatives from non-father's side are typically marked. A
kinship term with a "wai" as its prefix has changed its meaning from patrilineal into non-
paternal. That is, the term for a grandfather on the father's side (FF) becomes the terms
for a grandfather on the mother's side (MF)..." (Lin 1986:127). Compared with its
unmarked form, a marked form has its prefix or suffix added to indicate the opposite
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meaning. The marked term has one more morpheme than the unmarked term in their
linguistic forms. The semantic meaning of its unmarked form, which represents
directly related, more important and closer relationship, has changed into a distant, less
important and less contacted relationship when the form becomes marked.
"The markedness is a language phenomenon. In terms of the word formation it is
an addition of a morpheme. In terms of its semantics, it is a transformation of the
meaning." ( Lin 1986:135 ). I agree with Lin's theoretical analyses. However, she only
studied the written forms and did not examine the daily spoken language. For instance,
the MF terms wai gong and lao ye are not the addition of morphemes; they are substitute
terms. Wai gong and lao ye, which are used to address maternal grandfathers, are marked
terms as compared to the term yeye. Similarly, laolao is a marked term, as compared to
the term nainai. On the surface of genealogy, the kinship relationship between FF and
MF is equal in their distance from each other. However, given the traditional Chinese
emphasis on the paternal side and the almost total assimilation of a wife into her
husband's kin group, there exists a distinguishing line between "my own family"(male
line) and "other families"(female line). This culturally bounded penchant, which
overlooks the biological facts, is disclosed in the subtle, yet marked language
phenomenon.
Based on the above analysis, we may speculate that those informants change the
marked terms into the unmarked terms to show their closeness to MF and MM in
psychological distance. There is no evidence to indicate the change from the unmarked
FF and FM terms into marked MF and MM terms. Generally speaking, the change of
kinship terms starts with the change of the marked terms.
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3.1.3.2 Implication in Light of Sociology and Psychology
Here we will ftirther discuss the closeness of relations, and the marked and the
unmarked terms as they are reflected in the social and psychological reality.
3.1.3.2.1 The Importance of the Paternal System
The Han-Chinese society is a patrilineal social system. Traditionally, members of
large extended families lived together. The same family name can be traced back to one
ancestor. Some shared property, such as an ancestor's tomb, ancestor's temple and real
estate passed down from generation to generation. Marriage in Han-Chinese society was
basically for the extension and continuity of the patrilineal. For a man, the marriage was
not just to take a woman as his wife, but rather, to make her a mother in order to have
sons. Thus, a wife belonged to her husband's patrilineal. The existence of the patrilineal
was for the worship of the ancestors. (See Wolf & Huang 1980)
In the old days, Chinese children ordinarily lived with their father's relatives.
Father's parents had very important positions in the family. Mother became a family
member by marriage. Therefore the mother's parents usually lived in a different
household. That is why they were addressed as "wai": wai zu fu and wai zu mu.
In modern society, the extended families have been replaced by nuclear families.
The children usually do not live with their father's parents. However, the importance of
the patrilineal is still deeply rooted in the Chinese peoples' minds. Based on our data, we
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find that there is no change at all in the use of FF and FM terms, which indicates that the
positions of the father's parents are still more important than that of the mother's. If this is
not the case, why don't people change the FF and FM terms into the MF and MM terms?
In fact, in some families, children live with their maternal grandparents. Then the paternal
grandparents have become the outsiders. However, deep in the peoples' minds, the
grandparents from the mother's side are still regarded as the outside relatives, and
therefore should be addressed as "wai." This, again, discloses the family position of the
grandparents from father's side and its reflection in the Chinese language.
3.1 .3.2.2. The Changing Relationship Between Children and Maternal Grandparents
Contrary to the above situation, the MF and MM terms are being replaced the FF
and FM terms. This has something to do with the relations between the children and their
maternal grandparents. ". . .with so many married women now working, quite a few
families live for a while with maternal, rather than paternal, in-laws so that they can help
take care of the young children; this brings children into close contact with maternal
grandparents." (Tsao, 1992: 73). Family property used to be passed down only to sons.
Many families now have broken this rule. Married daughters can also have their shares in
their parents' families. Thus the difference of importance between the male line and
female line is becoming increasingly blurred. Since children are usually taught how to
address their grandparents by adult family members, we may infer here that the use of
non-traditional terms by single children is an expression of the wishes of the adults. My
speculation is that the maternal grandparents believe that they should not be treated
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differently from their paternal counterparts and this kind of equality should be displayed
by the changes of use in kinship terminology. Although being observed among the
parents' generation, too, this phenomenon was not so obvious until the generation of
single children came into being. My interpretation is that the implementation of the one-
child policy has significantly accelerated the changes in the kinship terminology.
3.1.3.2.3. The Social Psychology of Using More Intimate Terms
Maternal grandparents in modem society may not feel very happy when they are
addressed by their grandchildren using waz-prefix. "waf does not only mean "maternal"
but also means "outside." Compared with the yeye and nainai terms, it obviously carries
an inferior meaning semantically. One informant said: " once my mother-in-law heard
that my daughter addressed her as 'waipo' (outside grandmother), she was angry and
asked 'what do you mean by outside?'"
We may jump into the conclusion that the above problem was caused by the use
of the wai- prefix in Shanghai dialect. People in general just don't like to be called
"outsiders." However, deeper explanation is needed to account for the fact why people in
other regions, where there is no wai- prefix in use, still display some preference in using
FF and FM terms to replace MF and MM terms.
In my first small-scale survey I did in 1996, twenty-five percent of the families
changed their kinship term usage. Since none of these families were from Shanghai, there
was no "wflz" in their MF and MM terms.. The following case can illustrate my point. A
mother is from Wuhan. In Wuhan dialect, a representative of Hubei dialect, the FM
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terms are popo, nainai and tai and the MM terms are7/fl//a (an old term), and naonao (a
new term) (Zhu, 1992:130). We notice that in Wuhan dialect the FM terms and MM
terms are not supposed to be confused. She has four sisters. She and her sisters' single
children all address the maternal grandmother as nainai, the term used for FM. When
they meet their grandmothers from both sides at the same time, they add a first name in
front of nainai, for instance, Meilin nainai or Gendi nainai.
Fei Xiaotong (1947: 188-189) interpreted Kroeber's theory of psychological
display in similarity between relationships as "the use of more intimate terms". In other
words, people use terms for closer relatives to address more distant relatives. I agree with
Fei's point of view. The use ofyeye and nainai instead of wai gong and wai po can be
viewed as a phenomenon of "using the more intimate terms" and of the psychological
display. However, at that time Fei was unable to foresee today's changes in social
structure, which cause the changes in kinship terms. That is the manifestation of the
psychology of people today.
As we examine the changes in a broader way, we may notice another fact: people
"use more intimate terms" more often in the vocative case than in the designative case. It
seems more important to meet the psychological needs of people in face to face
communication. In indirect communication, people choose terms according to their
common sense, their habits, and their needs. As Lin Meirong (1990: 313) pointed out,
"The use of kinship terms in a spoken language is situational. The terms tend to change
with different situations."
Tsao Feng-fii (1992: 73) said in his essay that "To fulfill this n^td^yeye-
originally used exclusively to refer to the paternal grandfather--is occasionally used to
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refer to the maternal grandfather." While the author of this paper was delighted to note
that there was one scholar who shared a similar viewpoint m this regard, the data
gathered for this study strongly suggest that this phenomenon does not occur
"occasionally" but increasingly more often. We believe that the change in kinship term
usage has a ftindamental social and psychological foundation.
3.2 Cousins' Terms
We will continue our discussion with an examination and analysis of how single
children and their parents address their own cousins. In a kinship system kin terminology
for collateral lineal relations are often distinguished from those for the lineal lines. Now,
however, both lineal relations and collateral relations of the same patronymic are grouped
into one "sib" family, where cousins are considered brothers and sisters to each other.
Cheung (1990:23) in his study explains that non-sib relations are categorized as
"biao". This term is used to address cousins from the mother's side. It is also a marker for
the descendants of the father's sisters. The terms for cousins from the father's side are
marked by "tang"
The informants in our survey use many different terms to address their cousins.
For example, children address their tang ge (sons of their father's brothers) as gege, tang
ge, a ge and four other terms and refer to them in the third person as gege, a ge, a la age
and thirteen other terms. For the convenience of discussion, I simply group the terms for
gege (elder brother, with blood relationship), such as age, ala age, wo de gege , and wo
bobo jia de gege (brother from my uncle's) into one gege (eB) category.
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We may further classify all the vocatives and designative terms into five
categories.
1. Bare terms. Such terms as gege mididi (yB) 2^n^jiejie {tZ)lmeimei (yZ) indicate
blood relationships. Take gege for example, Feng Hanyi explains "Older brother is
male of the older brother's status and an indicator of seniority within the generation of
ego." (Feng, 1937: 149).
2. Name. In some cases, informants use the cousin's names directly to address them.
3. Name with a term. Examples are so and so gege or a nickname with the term gege.
4. A term with biao or tang. Such terms as tang geldi and tmg jie/mei clearly
indicate the collateral relationship.
5. Term for the older cousins while names for younger cousins. Dr. Yuen-ren Chao
(1956: 334) already observed that "from equal-younger down, one begins to speak of
one's relatives by name." The tables in my thesis later will demonstrate four
categories of how informants address their tang brothers, tang sisters, biao brothers
and biao sisters.
3.2.1 Vocative Forms
Let's look at how the children in Kl and K2 address their cousins in face to face
situations.
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3.2.1.1 How Children Address Their Cousins
Table. 3.13
The percentage of the Kl children who use the vocative terms to address cousins
Bare Term Name Name + Term biao/tang + Term
te/yB 61.53 2.56 33.33 2.56
te/yZ 65.34 2.56 29.49 2.56
be/yB 63.09 7.14 27.38 2.38
be/yZ 64.70 7.06 25.88 2.35
Table. 3.14
The percentage of the K2 children who use the vocative terms to address cousins
Bare Term Name Name+ Term biao/tang + Term
te/yB 55.31 25.53 18.09 0
te/yZ 56.25 25 17.71 1.04
be/yB 52.69 27.96 18.28 1.08
be/yZ 52.69 27.96 18.28 1.08
The above data show the similarities and differences in addressing cousins
between the two groups of children.
The similarities:
1 . They do not favor tang brothers and sisters over biao brothers and sisters or vice
versa. They do not distinguish the difference between biao relatives and tang
relatives. The percentage of the bare terms used by the children in Kl to address their
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,ang brothers and sisters is very close to the terms they use to address their biao
brothers and sisters.
2. They do not favor the males over the females or vise versa. Take Kl for example.
Above sixty percent of the children address their male cousins as and didi. Also
above sixty percent of the children address their female cousins ^jiejie and meimei.
The data from the use of the other kinship terms also supports the above two points.
This is also true with the children in K2.
If we compare the vocative terms used by the two groups of children, we may find
some differences. Using personal names to address cousins for the children in K2 is
twenty percent higher than that of the children in Kl, but the percentage for the use of
personal names with kinship terms for the children in Kl is ten percent higher than that
for K2.
3.2.1.2 How Parents Address Their Cousins
Table. 3.15
The percentage of the Kl fathers who use the vocative terms to address cousins
Bare Term Name Name+ Term biao/tang+ Term Term(Q)fName(y)
te/yB 39.56 39.56 15.39 4.40 1.10
te/yZ 38.20 41.57 14.61 4.49 1.12
be/yB 38.46 39.56 14.29 6.59 1.11
be/yZ 36.67 40.00 15.56 6.67 1.11
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Table. 3.16
The percentage of the Kl mothers who use the vocative terms to address cousins
Bare Term Name NameVFerm hiao/lan^+Term Term{c)/Name(y)
te/yB 40.47 33.33 14.29 9.52 2.38
te/yZ 42.85 32.14 13.10 9.52 2.38
be/yB 37.36 32.97 15.38 12.09 2.20
be/yZ 36.26 32.97 16.48 12.09 2.20
Table. 3.17
The percentage of the K2 fathers who use the vocative terms to tiddress cousins
Bare Term Name Name+Term hiao/lan^vrerm Term{c)INamc{y)
tc/yB 28.72 55.32 8.51 3.19 4.26
te/yZ 29.47 54.74 8.42 3.16 4.21
bc/yB 29.47 54.74 8.42 3.16 4.21
be/yZ 29.03 54.84 8.60 3.23 4.30
Table. 3.18
The percentage of the K2 mothers who use the vocative terms to address cousins
Bare Term Name Name + lerm hiao/lan^+lerm Term{c)lName{y)
tc/yB 33.33 52.69 7.53 2.15 4.30
te/yZ 34.41 52.69 7.53 2.15 3.23
bc/yB 34.41 52.69 7.53 2.15 3.23
bc/yZ 35.11 52.13 7.45 2.13 3.19
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The data from the above four groups indicate that the percentage of Kl fathers
who use the vocative terms is very close to that of the mothers. The percentages of the K2
fathers and mothers who use the vocative terms are also very similar. In other words,
there is something in common between husbands and wives in the use of kinship terms.
If we study this data more closely, we may find some subtle differences in using
kinship terms between the parents in the two groups. Slightly more parents in Kl use bare
terms and personal names with terms to address cousins than parents in K2, but more
parents in K2 use personal names than the parents in Kl. As to the tang and biao terms,
although the number is not large, Kl is slightly higher than K2, especially for the
mothers.
Older brothers and sisters are addressed as gege and jiejie, younger ones are
addressed by their personal names, which is only indicated for parents and the number is
too small to be of any significance.
3.2.1.3 Comparison Between Children and Parents
So far, we have introduced and discussed various situations in which children and
their parents address cousins. We have also compared kinship terms used by children and
by parents in two different kindergartens. In the following discussion, we will use figures
to demonstrate the similarities and differences between two generations in Kl and K2.
The vertical scales represent percentages and the scales in horizontal order represent
different relatives: l=tang xiong/di; 2=tang jie/mei; 3=biao xiong/di; 4=biaojie/mei.
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A comparison of using vocative terms lo address cousins among children, fathers,
and mothers in KI
.
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Fig. 3.1 and 3.5 show that a significant percentage of parents address their cousins
exactly in the same way as they address their blood brothers and sisters. The percentage
of children who use the gege and jicjie terms to address their cousins is even higher.
Traditionally, the terms for blood brothers should not be confused with the terms for tang
or hiao brothers. Blood brothers are gege and didi; blood sisters are jiejie and meimei\
cousins with the same family names are tang gc. tang di. tang fie, and tang mei\ cousins
with different families names are all addressed as hiao. The survey indicates that the
distinction between tang and hiao is beginning to fade among parents. It tends to
disappear among the single children. The change in using the cousins' terms is worth
noticing. Later we will discuss it further.
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Fig 3.2 and Fig. 3.6 show that those parents more frequently use personal names
to address their cousins than their children do. In China, it is generally agreed that sibling
terms are more intimate than personal names. While kinship terms are an indicator of kin
relations, personal names just show a social relation in general. Compared with Fig. 3.1
and Fig. 3.5, single children use more intimate terms to address their cousins than their
parents do.
Fig 3.3 and Fig. 3.7 show, as compared to their parents, those children use more
" name with term" forms. Fig. 3.4 and 3.8 also show that the percentage of subjects
using the biao and tang terms is very low among both the two generations. It is very
noticeable that few parents use the traditional biao and tang cousin terms.
3.2.2 Designative Forms
Let's further observe how children and the parents in these two kindergartens use
designative terms to refer to their own cousins.
3.2.2. IHow Children Refer to Their Cousins
The tables below show how the children in Kl and K2 use designative terms to
refer to their cousins.
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Table. 3.19
Bare Term Name Name+Term biao/tang+Term
te/yB 52.50 3.75 37.50 6.25
te/yZ 55.13 2.56 33.34 8.98
be/yB 51.20 7.14 33.33 8.33
be/yZ 54.12 5.88 31.76 8.24
The percentage of the children in K2 who use designative terms to refer to their
cousins.
Table. 3.20
Bare Term Name Name+Term biao/tang+Term
te/yB 63.82 18.08 12.77 5.31
te/yZ 63.53 18.75 12.50 5.20
be/yB 63.45 18.28 12.90 5.38
be/yZ 63.44 18.28 12.90 5.38
The above data indicate the children in K2 who use bare terms are about ten
percent more than the children in Kl who use the same terms, while the Kl children who
use the address terms are almost ten percent higher than the children in K2 who use the
same terms. The children in K2 use personal names or personal names with terms in face
to face communication and use kinship terms in other situations.
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The percentage of the use of personal names to refer to cousins for the children in
K2 is higher than that in Kl. For the use of personal names with terms by the children,
the percentage of the Kl children is almost twenty percent higher. Some of the children
address their cousins as gege and jiejie, but refer to them using name with term, such as
"Xiaobo gege"—to make it clear whom they are referring to. This may also serve the
purpose of separating blood relatives from non-blood relatives.
As to the use of tang and biao terms, the two groups of children are very similar.
There is also not much change in using the vocative terms and designative terms. The
number of children who use the tang and biao terms to refer to their cousins is very
small.
3.2.2.2 How Parents Refer to Their Cousins
Table 3.21
The percentage of the Kl fathers who use designative terms to refer to their cousins.
Bare Term Name Name+ Term biao/tang ^ Term Term{€)IName{y)
te/yB 26.38 29.67 14.29 28.57 1.10
te/yZ 24.72 31.46 13.48 29.31
1.12
be/yB 25.28 29.67 13.19 30.77
1.10
be/yZ 23.33 27.78 15.56 32.22
1.11
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Table 3.22
The percentage of the Kl mothers who use designative terms to refer to their cousins.
Bare Term Name Name+ Term biao/tang + Term Term{c)/Name{y)
te/yB 29.76 29.76 11.90 27.38 1 19
te/yZ 32.14 28.57 10.71 27.38 1.19
be/yB 24.18 28.57 13.19 32.96
be/yZ 23.08 28.57 14.27 32.96 1.10
Table 3.23
The percentage of the K2 fathers who use designative terms to refer to their cousins.
Bare Term Name Name + Term hiao/tang + Term Term{i^)/Name{y)
te/yB 22.34 37.23 6.83 30.85 3.19
te/yZ 23.06 36.84 6.31 30.53 3.16
be/yB 23.15 36.84 6.31 30.53 3.16
be/yZ 22.58 36.56 6.46 31.19 3.23
Table 3.24
The percentage of the K2 mothers who use designative terms to refer to their cousins.
Bare Term Name Name+ Term biao/tang ^ Term Termit)/Name{y)
te/yB 22.59 40.86 5.38 29.04 2.15
te/yZ 23.67 40.86 5.38 29.04 1.08
be/yB 23.67 40.86 5.38 29.04 1.08
be/yZ 24.46 40.43 5.32 28.72 1.06
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The four tables indicate that Kl and K2 parents are almost the same when they
use designative terms. However, there are considerable differences when we compare
their use of designative terms and vocative terms. We may sum up two points: First, If
the parents use the terms for blood relatives to directly address their cousins, about ten
percent fewer of them will use the same terms in designative terms. If they use personal
names to address their cousms, about ten percent fewer of them will use the same names
to refer to their cousins. Second, these parents use the traditional tang and biao terms
twenty percent more in designative terms than in vocative terms. When we compare the
two generations that use the terms with a tanglbiao morpheme, we find there is a marked
difference between them.
0--
Fig.3.9 Comparison of percentage
of children and parents in Kl using
tanglbiao terms to refer to tiieir
cousins.
Fig.3.10 Comparison of percentage
of children and parents in K2 using
tanglbiao terms to refer to their
cousins.
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In terms of addressing their cousins in designative terms, the parents and the
children are showing very similar patterns. If we reconsider our previous discussions
about how kinship terms are used, we may notice the use of vocative terms and
designative terms is not always consistent. We have noticed that few children and parents
use the tang and biao terms to address cousins face to face (refer to fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3. 8).
While this is the same with children when they introduce their cousins to others, many
more parents tend to use tang and biao in designative terms. This is not very surprising,
because, first, the parents are not single children. They need to make clear whether the
person they refer to is a cousin or a blood brother/sister. The single children do not have
their own blood brothers or sisters; they do not have to distinguish them between cousins
and siblings. It could not be misunderstood, because the audience all know that they are
talking about their cousins; they simply do not have blood brothers or sisters. Second,
probably because of the age differences, parents have a clearer concept of the kinship
terms. More importantly, parents were raised in an age when they did need to distinguish
cousins from blood siblings. Also, it takes time for children to learn more about
this
complicated system. We will elaborate it further in our discussion below.
3.2.3 Discussion
Some people address their tang and biao cousins as their
blood brothers and
sisters, and both classical and modern scholarship
clearly define the biao and tang terms
For example, in The Chinese Kinship System
Feng offers a detailed explanation ol the
term tang xiongil931: 233-234):
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Ts'ungfu k'un is the term in the Erh Ya and /L/ for the first male paternal
cousins. Later it was abbreviated to ts'ung hsimg for the father's brother's
sons older than the speaker. Kung k'un ti was used in the Shih Chi. During
the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. t'ung t'ang was substituted for ts'ung, Q.g.
t'ung t'ang hsiung and t'ung t'ang ti. During the latter part of the t'ang
dynasty the t'ung was dropped, only t'ang hsiung and t'ang ti being used.
T'ang and ts'ung can still be used alternatively.
Liang Zhangju in his Cheng Wei Lu (Collection of Kinship Terms) lists some
terms for the sons of the mother's brothers. Altogether there are five terms for closer biao
cousins: wai xiong, biao xiong, wai di, biao di, and jiu xiong, not to mention the distant
cousins. Whatever the term is, it has a definite function-it is used to address sons of the
mother's brother. It certainly brings our attention to the fact that cousins are addressed as
blood brothers and sisters in actual communication situations.
3.2.3. llmplication in Light of Sociology and Psychology
In Feng's complete list , there are all together 369 kinship terms. (Feng, 1937)
The large number of kinship terms represents the extended patrilineal family in
traditional Chinese society. It was not uncommon for dozens of family member to live
under the same roof. Although the nuclear family was the basic unit of the
family
structure, a large extented family was always an ideal form of family in
traditional
societies. When we read history books, we may find some affluent families had as
many
as two hundred people in their households.
More miportant than the size of the family is the role each
family member plays
in daily life. In traditional Chinese society, every
member of the extended family was
supposed to know his/her specific role and functions in
accordance with his/her place in
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the kin relationship. Therefore, speeilk terms were used to distinguish the rehuionships.
All soeial interactions, whether Ihey were weddings, funerals or ancestor worship, had to
be carried out based on kin relationship.
Going back to our previous discussion, we know when brothers' families lived
together, it was necessary to use different terms to distinguish one's lan^ cousins from
one's own blood brothers and sisters. Traditionally, in China, marriages between tang
cousins were prohibited. "Except the ban of marriage between tang relatives, there was
no rule as to what kind of relatives one could marry" (Lin, 1990:303). In modern society,
people have more biological knowledge. Marriages between fang and hiao cousins are
generally avoided. Marriages between family members and incest are strictly banned
because of the biological and psychological factors involved ( Fox 1983: 56-76). As Tsao
Fengfu points out "It had been repeatedly observed that with increasing industrialization
and urbanization, the Chinese extended family has, to a great extend, been replaced by
the nuclear family" (Tsao, 1992:73). The families that provided information for our
survey are all in urban settings. Our data indicate that some parents already use the terms
for blood brothers and sisters to address their cousins and up to sixty percent of children
address their cousins as their blood brothers or sisters. Our data also show that very few
people of the two generations use the tang and hiao terms to address their cousins. We
observe that as long as fang and hiao relatives do not live together, the functions oi^ fang
and hiao terms, especially in the spoken language, are not so important, because it is not
often necessary to clearly distinguish those relatives. Thus the changes in kinship terms
are closely related to the changes in family structure.
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Language is not created out of nothing. Adding or dropping a kinship term needs
to match the needs of changes in society. To use the terms for blood brothers and sisters
instead of those tang and biao terms is a process of simplification in kinship terms, which
truly reflects the changes in family structure.
The structuralist anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss once compared the
differences between Chinese kinship terms with Indo-European kinship terms, saying that
Indo-European terms are relatively fewer and more subjective than the Chinese terms. He
explained: "...in (the) Chinese kinship system terms number several hundred, and it is
even possible to create an indefinite number of terms; any relationship can be described
with accuracy, even if is very far away from the subject. And this made the system
completely objective." (Levi-Strauss, 1963:78).
The number of what Levi-Strauss classified as Indo-European kinship terms (such
as the English terms) is very small. As we know, the term "uncle" includes FB, MB,
FZH, MZH, FFBS, etc. The anthropologist defined this kinship system as a classificatory
system. To use one term to represent the same distance of kin relationship is one way.
The other way is what anthropologists term a descriptive system, that is, to use different
terms to describe the subtle difference among relatives who have similar relations with
the person in question. In English, if we want to indicate different uncles, we may say
"father's brother," "mother's brother," father's sister's husband," "mother's sister's
husband" or "father's brother's son" and so on. In fact, the differences between two
kinship systems are the different ways to classify relafives. One is a system of categorical
terms; the other is a system of descriptive terms.
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The first kind of classification is often used in direct and indirect
communications. The second kind of classification, needs further explanation when used
in indirect communication.
In mainland China, especially in big cities, when an elementary school student
uses the term ''^ege' (term for blood elder brother) to address someone, people in general
won't think the addresser is really referring to his brother, since the student is not likely
to have any siblings due to the single child policy. When 1 was doing the previously
mentioned survey in the United States, 1 met a middle school student who was from
Shanghai, China. This student was a single child in her family. She told me " When 1
mentioned that my brother was coming to visit me, my classmates who are from faiwan
and 1 long Kong would ask me: 'Is he your blood brother?'" Then she added, "In Mainland
China nobody will ask me such a question. It is understood by everyone that kids of my
age don't have blood brothers and sisters."
The Chinese language is different from the English language in which term for
cousin is not further divided into several different terms, but siblings and cousins use
different terms. Our survey indicates that more than half of the children address their
cousins as blood brothers and sisters. And in designative terms, this percentage remains
almost the same. Parents, on the other hand, tend to use tang and biao terms to refer to
their cousins, even though some of them also address their cousins as their blood brothers
and sisters (see figures 3.13, 3.14 in this chapter). That's why in indirect communication
situations, the percentage of using tang and hiao terms by parents is higher than that for
children.
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Chen Yuan in his Social Linguistics (Chen, 1983:250-251) made some guesses in
regard to what would happen as a result of the single child policy in terms of kinship
terms change. This was probably as much as a scholar could do at the time, since it was
more than fifteen years ago and the single child policy was just starting to be
implemented. This thesis, however, is based on hard data, which enables us to understand
what is actually happening and helps us ftirther understand the implied meaning of this
phenomenon in light of linguistics and sociology.
3.2.3.2 Implication in Light of Linguistics
The tang and biao terms are derived from the brother and sister terms. In terms of
word formation, the prefix tang is added to xiong and di. In terms of semantic meaning,
the blood brother has changed into the "closest" cousin on the father's side. Therefore,
from the perspective of the markedness theory, tang and biao 'brothers' and 'sisters' terms
are marked terms as opposed to real brothers and sisters. Here, the difference between the
marked term and the unmarked term is whether it has a prefix 'tang.' "To indicate the
first collateral relatives on the father's side, tang is added as a prefix to the term"(Lin,
1990:133).
Obviously the tang and the biao terms set the distance from cousins to brothers
and sisters. If speakers choose to get rid of the marked symbol, they simply drop the tang
or the biao prefix. Using the reduplicated forms gegejiejie, didi and meimei and a-
prefixed forms a ge and a jie indicates the closeness of relations. In other words, using
these unmarked forms shortens the psychological distance.
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In our previous discussion, we counted that about sixty percent of the children use
the unmarked brother and sister terms to address their cousins. This is about twenty
percent more as compared with the number of their parents. We probably can attribute
this difference to the impact of the single child policy. As I mentioned earlier, children
first learn how to use the kinship terms from their parents, who are their first teachers of
the complicated kinship system. In Chinese, 'du' means single, but also expresses a kind
of loneness. Single children need someone like brother or sister to play and study
together. Naturally cousins take the place of blood brothers or sisters. Parents often help
cultivate this close relationship, which is reflected in the use of the more intimate brother
and sister terms. When the cousins treat one another just like blood brothers and sisters,
why should they use tang or biao terms to address each other? The change in term use
might actually reflect the change in people's psychology.
Our figures also show that more children use terms for blood brothers and sisters
to address cousins than their parents do. And parents use more personal names to address
their cousins. Judging from this phenomenon, one may infer that children have more
intimate relations with cousins than their parents do, since it is generally agreed in China
that it is less intimate to use personal names than to use sibling terms like "gege'' or
"we/me/."
Of course, we cannot exclude the factors that determine children's language
competence. Young children may tend to use unmarked terms which are easier for them
pronounce, as it is more difficult for them to acquire more complicated marked terms.
However, my personal observation is that the level of language competence of the four
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years old to seven years old children is high enough to pick up the appropriate kin terms
from their parents, especially when they have constant contacts with their relatives.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
For almost two decades, the one-child policy has been implemented in the
People's Republic of China. The policy has caused the changes in family structures. Has
it at the same time also brought about the changes in kinship term usage?
The data I gathered confirmed my hypothesis that the changes of kinship terms
for maternal grandparents and for cousins have, to some extent, actually occurred. This
finding is significant against the general knowledge/assertion that the Chinese kinship
terminology is a very stable and rigid system, with unchangeableness as one of its major
characteristics (Feng, 1937; Hanyu Fangyan Cihui, 1964; McCoy, 1970; Lin, 1990).
The next question is what factors have caused these changes? Using the
information provided by the informants, I did some statistic analysis examining whether
the changes in kinship terms are related to such factors as the informants' birthplaces,
dialects spoken at home, and ages. However, the analysis does not show any obvious
relations between the changes of kinship terms and the above factors. Therefore those
factors were not further discussed in this paper.
I then attempted to inquire whether there are marked differences between the
kinship terms used by children in the two kindergartens. The data shows that although
more children and parents in K2 use FF and FM terms to address MF and MM than those
in Kl, more children and parents in K2 use brother and sister terms to address cousins
than those in Kl. Therefore it is unlikely that any meaningful differences can be
verified.
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I then shifted my attention to focus on the difference of kinship term usage
between the single children and their parents. I was somewhat surprised to find that the
changes from maternal terms for paternal terms and from biao I tang terms to blood
brother and sister terms occurred among the parents' generation too. Since we did not
survey the parents of those parents, we cannot tell for sure which generation actually
started those changes in kinship term usage. However, the change of kinship term used
among the children is much more noticeable. The percentage of the children in Kl and
K2 who use the paternal terms to address maternal is twice higher than that of the
parents. The number of the children in Kl and K2 who use blood brother and sister terms
to address cousins is twenty percent more than that of the parents.
My tentative explanation is that the change of kinship term usage started with the
parents' generation as a result of the family structure change, moving from extended ones
to nuclear ones. This movement accelerated when the single child policy came into
affect. The dramatic family structure change has, in turn, caused the change in closeness
of kin relations and brought about the change in people's psychology, and then the change
of kinship term usage. Because children no longer have any siblings, their relation with
cousins seems to be more important and may actually become closer. "To address more
intimately" to reflect the reality is thus quite natural. Maternal grandparents, who no
longer have many grandsons and granddaughters, naturally want to maintain a closer
relationship with their few single grandchildren. They may perceive themselves as being
as important as the paternal counterparts, if not more. And they, or/and their children,
may want to use non-traditional, more appropriate kinship terms to demonstrate this
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change of status. My speculation is that these social factors are highly related with the
change in kinship term usage.
We see some kinship terms are merged: in classification the terms for maternal
grandparents are merged with the terms for paternal grandparents; the terms for cousins
are merged with the terms for blood brothers and sisters. We may also see this as a
process of simplification and substitution of forms: the terms for paternal grandparents
arc used instead of the terms for maternal grandparents. The prefix "tang" or "hiao" is
dropped to directly address cousins as one's own brothers or sisters.
This is only a preliminary study. Because of the scope of the sampling and limit
of the time, there is much room for further discussion. 1 have the intention to do more
extensive surveys and studies in this area. I'or example, 1 may compare more different
age groups, compare different cities, or compare urban areas with rural areas, and even
compare the mainland with areas such as Taiwan and llong Kong that are not affected by
the single child policy. Further .studies are needed to determine the total impact of single
child practice on the kinship terms.
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APPENDIX A
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
^i^^tt^xit^, ^#^1997^6^ 15 g-t^.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF KINSHIP TERMS OBTAINED
FROM THE SURVEY
Number
District
Kindergarten
^f-iJ Age
Tti^^!^ CBirth
S^.^l^itii FBirth
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
1
2
4-7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
mm
9 iia
10 llffi
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4
5 iiiP^i
6
7
8
9
^ll It II
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1
2
3
4
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6
1 If*
1 1 1 l^^l
7
8 IIIA
9
10
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13
1
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2
3
4
5
1 ri - * -
n
6
1 V • Mr M't V'T- V/r
7
r r-
1
2
3 1^1 'I ^>
4
5
6 AA
7
/ \ /V
8
1
62
23
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
mm
mm
tm
m
mm
63
mTmmwjccvMGF
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
mm
tm
^KaVcA
PpFa^
mm
^A^^A^
^h^A^
HttH^A^
MM
mm
64
67
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
mm
mm
mm
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16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
Psim. ft
^cftft
MK^ ft
Mffilil. ftnq.^
mR. ft
M^fi. ftft
^T^ + iM. ftft
ppJM. I^plft
mmm. ftft
psJttHM. l^ft
^M. ft
U + /Jv^
MmMK. ftft
^M. ft
M&mK. ft
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6 Mik^^^f^^^^.
10 WuMK^^Hj^^
12 ^fW, ^nqg
]^ 2
w
^
2
6 XtKM. A^Mm
2
4 M&^MtK. WW
5 HM. ft
7 WW
8 ^M. ft
10 WiiSS^w™^ WW
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-km^.
13 ^HM. ftni]^
fa-MMMfir^MVGF 2 MM
3
4
5 Mi^
6 ^C^C
7 #f
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67
910
11
12
13
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
MX
X^
XX
mxx
'^A^^A^
didi
WW
mm
^w (JiP
68
11 ^J'^i^
12 W
l'J--Si/?l»fll.l=J-MDGM 2
1 3 Mm
14 mm i ^'n
3 l^llj
7 w^i;!
8 tafi
9
10 Mm^^
11 ^WOJin
12 PnJ»
13 mi.m
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15 W^'^
16
17
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20 jiei'i'jKW
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-'iiJI^i'J
24 mom^^
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9
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13
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1
2
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4
5
6
7
8
9
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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±±
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^1
'
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14 ^^-M
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5
6
7
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
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5
6
7
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9
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4
5
6
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5
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8
9
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APPENDIX C
TRANSLATION OF A RELEVANT ARTICLE
IN SOCIOLINGUISTICS
(Excerpt from Chen Yuan "Cong Yuyan Bianhua Tansuo Shehui
Shenghuo de Tujing" (To explore the prospect of social life from the perspective
of changing of language). Chapter Eleven of Shehui Yuyanxue (Sociolinguistics).
Shanghai: Xuelin Chubanshe, 1983.)
P. 241, Sec^ [How many terms for blood relative there are determine
whether a society has developed into a system of monogamy] . Using the same
method of analyzing words, Morgan deduced Aryan kinfolk relations. He wrote:
"It may be supposed that a large portion of the nomenclature of the Turanian
system would fall out under monogamy, if this system had previously prevailed
among the Aryan nations. The application of its terms to categories of persons,
whose relationships would now be discriminated from each other, would compel
their abandonment. It is impossible to explain the impoverished condition of the
original nomenclature of the Aryan system except on this hypothesis. All there
was of it common to the several Aryan dialects are the terms for father and
mother, brother and sister, and son and daughter: and a common term (San,
naptar; Lat.
,
nepos; Gr.
, E^0$ : ) applied indiscriminatelv to nephew ,
grandson, and cousin. Thev could never have attained to advanced condition
implied bv monogamy with such a scantv nomenclature of blood relationships.
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liul with a previous system, analogous to the Turanian, this imnoverishment can
be explained." (I ',mphasis added) (p. 483)
From this deduction, Morgan pointed out that the remains of the Turanian
system still existed among 1 lungarians, where "... brothers and sisters are
classified into elder and vounticr by special terms , (p. 48.3) I le said that it can also
be found in the I'Vench language:
"... hcskks frcre, and socur, we find aine. elder brother, /^wwc and cat/el,
younger brother, and ainee and cadclle, elder and younger sister..."
I' urlher, Morgan analyzed the family appellation ol grandlathcr in the
Aryan dialect. 1 le wrote: "It is not supposablc that the Aryan nations were
without a term for grandfather in the original speech, a relationship recognized
universally among savage and barbarous tribes; and yet there is no common term
for this relationship in the Aryan dialects. In Sanskrit we have piUmeha, in (ireek
TTX ;y n 05 , in Latin avus, in Russian djcd, in Wel.sh hcndad, which last is a
compound like the ^wssmdcr and the luiglish grandfather. I'hese terms
are radically different. But with a term under a previous system, which was
applied not only to the grandfather proper, his brother, and his several male
cousins, but also to the brothers and several male cousins of his grandmother, it
could not be made to signify a lineal grandfather and progenitor under
monogamy. Its abandonment would be ant to occur in course of time. The
absence of a term for this relationship in the original speech seems to find in this
manner a sulficient explanation." (l lmphasis added) (p. 484)
In another place, Morgan made a similar deduction:
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"In the Aryan system, before the tribes who spoke Latin, Greece and Sanskrit
split, clans already existed. It can be proven since they used the same noun (gens,
g^i^as) to indicate such organization , (Emphasis added) (p. 230)
Morgan studied more in-depth and meticulously than etymologist on
kinship terms of various tribes and races, and provided a significant reference in
deducing the real aspects of the ancient social life. In his work Ancient Society
(1877), in order to illustrate Hawaii kinship, he established a chart of "Hawaiian
and Rotuman Kinship systems" which included 176 appellations, such as the
following (Hawaiian is in the first parenthesis, and Rotuman is in the second):
Description of Persons
(1) My great-grandfather
Relationship in
Hawaiian,
(ku-pu'-na)
(2) My great-grandfather's brother (ku-pu-na)
(3) My great-grandfather's sister (ku-pu-na
(4) My great-grandmother
(5) My great-grandmother's older
sister and younger sister
(6) My grandfather
(7) My grandmother
(ku-pu-na)
(ku-pu-na)
(ku-pu-na)
(ku-pu-na)
Relationship in
Rotuman
(ma-pi-ga fa)
(ma-pi-ga fa)
(ma-pi-ga hon'-i)
(ma-pi-ga hon-i)
(ma-pi-ga hon-i)
(ma-pi-ga fa)
(ma-pi-ga hon-i)
Morgan also formed a table which includes two hundred eighteen
appellations called "A Chart Contrasting the Kinship systems of the Seneca and
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Iroquoi Indian languages ofNew York State and the Tamil Dialect of Dravidian
in South India," and a table with one hundred fifty seven appellations called "A
Chart contrasting the terms used in the Roman and Arabic kinship systems," here
is an example of the latter:
Description of persons Relationship Relationship
in Latin in Arabic
1) Great-grandfather's great-grandfather tritavus jidd jidd jiddi
2) Great-grandfather's grandfather atavus jidd jidd abi
3) Great-grandfather's father abavus jidd jiddi
4) Great-grandfather's mother abavia sitt sitti
^5) Great-grandfather proavus jidd abi
^6) Great-grandmother proavia sitt abi
7) Grand father avus jidd
;8) Grand mother avia sitti
;9) Father pater abi
^10) Mother mater ummi
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p. 248, 11.3
About one thousand six hundred years ago, Guo Pu annotated a book called "Er
Ya"'. This book provides the most ancient and comprehensive record of Chinese
feudal kinship terms. It not only has birth records (e.g. father, mother and wife),
but also the appellations after the death (e.g. one's late father; one's late mother
and one's late wife). These kinship terms can be found in the "Explanation of
kinfolk: Chapter Four" of the existing nineteen chapters. Pagoda-like, layer upon
layer of kinship terms are recorded here. For example, grandfather (grandmother),
great-grandfather (great-grandmother), great-great-grandfather (great-great-
grandmother); older brother, younger brother, (older sister, younger sister) (aunt),
grandson, great-grandson, in the third generation descendant, in the fourth
generation descendant, in the fifth generation descendant, in the sixth generation
descendant, in the seventh generation descendant. The interesting thing is that,
there were seven generations of grandsons! Under the title of clansman there were
namely jiu (uncle), sheng (nephew), yi (aunt), si (brother-in-law; women
addressed their elder and younger sister's husbands as si), chu (nephew; men
addressed their elder and younger sister's children as chu), zhi (nephew), // sun
{chu's son), zhi sun (nephew's son), wai sun (grandson), si (elder sister; women
addressed sisters bom earlier than her the sister as si) and di (younger sister;
women bom later as di), sao (sister-in-law, or elder brother's wife),/w (sister-in-
' Er ya Commentaty by Hao Yixing, 1757-1825, Sibu beiyao edition.
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law, younger brother's wife), difu (elder sister-in-law addressed younger sister-in-
law as difu), sifu (younger sister-in-law addressed elder sister-in-law as sifu).
Under the title of "wife's kin" there werejiu (husband's father, later called weng\
gu (address husband's mother), but the dead were called "the late"7zw or "late" gu.
There were also shaogu (addressed concubine of husband's father, it reflected
polygyny), xionggong (husband's elder brother), shu (husband's younger brother),
nugong (husband's elder sister), numei (husband's younger sister),/w (son's wife),
xu, yin (son-in-law's father), hun (daughter-in-law's father), etc.
At that time, it is possible that the kinship terms were much more
complicated than what was mentioned. Many appellations are still being widely
used today, though some of them have been simplified. The structures that
feudal society attached importance to these characteristics of kinfolk, therefore,
they were used extremely rigid to distinguish the relationship - no matter in what
occasion of the social interactions, the appellation terms had to be strictly
followed - such as weddings, funerals, inheritance, or even in the cases when one
person committed a crime, the punishment would be carried to nine degrees of the
clan according to the family tree. The complication and extremely restrictive
differentiation of the kinship appellation is characteristic of the pre-capitalist era
(or as Morgan described the transitional period from primitive and savage to
civilization), one of the distinct features of the vocabulary is its complexity and
strict demarcation in kinship terms.
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Unlike Western capitalist society, where kinfolk relationships are ignored
and the detailed distinctions are not emphasized in Western languages, the modem
Chinese language still makes clear the distinction of kinship terms between
mother and father's relatives. This was the reason why Morgan regretted that
modem Western languages were so "poor". The following gives an example of
the concept of paternal and matemal kinship in Chinese modem Han language.
(A) Paternal
gu (address father's elder and younger sister)
shu (address father's elder and younger brother)
gu zhang (address father's elder and younger sister's husband)
shen (address father's elder and younger brother's wife)
zhi (address the above of two people's son and daughter)
(B) Maternal
(address mother's elder and younger sister)
jiu (address mother's elder and younger brother)
yi zhang (address mother's elder and younger sister's husband)
jin (address m.other's elder and younger brother's wife)
sheng (address the above of two people's son and daughter)
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However, in modern English, normally only uncle and aunt are used, the
former represents
-hofu'\ Shufu^ \shu'\
-guzhang- etc., the latter
represents ''hoh(r,
-gu\
-sheri\ '>/", yuma\
-jin' etc.
The simplification of the kinship terms signifies that family relationships are not
that important in social life. The structure and social function of the family in
capitalism is totally different from what it was in feudalism, and the reflection of
the difference can also be found in language.
There has been further new development of the meanings of some family
appellations since the liberation of China. It also reflects a new social
relationships. Using "aunf ' and "uncle" as examples, aunt became a respectable
term for most females - only older women are addressed as da ma, da niang, or
lao da niang, etc. Children in the kindergarten call teachers "aunt"; often nurses in
the hospital are called affectionately "aunf '; and nannies are called aunt also.
Uncle became a term for all respected males. Especially the young people and
children use uncle to address middle aged males, and members of Youth Pioneer
and children intimately call soldiers of the People's Liberation Army "P.L.A.
uncle". "Uncle" and "Aunf, these two terms have a complete new semantics in
the new Chinese social life. Viewing the new semantics of these appellations, it
is obvious that the society has already detached itself from the old kinship, and
entered into a new life environment. Here, everyone should be respected, and
interpersonal relationships should be equal and mutually respectable.
Due to the pressure of a large population, China has been encouraging people to
get married at a mature age, and advocating that one couple have only one child.
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The compound word "single-child" is being used more often now than in any
other period in the history. The "single-child" is a social phenomenon of our
society at the present time. After a period of time -- such as, as one generation
or in thirty years, "older brother", "younger brother" and "sister" will lose their
real meanings - that is, lose their semantic meanings in family appellation, and
only retain their symbolic or non-kinfolk meanings. Because the "single-child'
has neither an older or younger blood brother, nor an older or younger blood
sister, when two single-child families meet, the older child will still be called
older brother, and the younger one will be called younger brother. But here, the
semantics of "brother" and "sister" no longer retain their lineage implications.
Therefore, theoretically, from a strict family appellation point of view, these
semantics are no longer needed -— However, no one would doubt, that these
terms will disappear in real life. The complexity of language is obvious.
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